
Nielsen field setup and tear down instructions 
 
Field Setup 
 
Corner flags are in the blue equipment bin on the South side of the field. If you see them 
against the outside wall of the bin, they’re ready to be used. Extra goal stakes are also in the 
blue bin (by the entrance, in a crate) 
 

• For U7, U8 and U10, collect 4 corner flags. U7 corner flags are white, thin, and have a 
red triangular flag. U8 and U10 corner flags are green/yellow, thick and have a 
rectangular flag. 

• For U12, U14, U16 and U19, collect 6 flags (of the same type as U8/U10) 
• Put one corner flag on each corner of the field. 
• For U12, U14, U16 and U19, put the two remaining flags one yard away from the 

intersection of each touchline and the halfway line (along the direction of the halfway 
line). Do not put a flag on the intersection (players risk running into them during play) 

• Identify the proper goals for the field you are setting up (use the attached picture to find 
where they are stored) and move them into position. If they are still locked, request 
assistance at the referee tent. 

• If there are no marks on the ground to guide you, align the center of the goal with the 
penalty mark. 

• Stake the goals to the ground using the stakes in the bag attached to the side netting. 
Put two stakes on the back beam. If needed, you can find a mallet in the blue bin where 
the crate with extra stakes is located.  

• Do not leave a goal without stakes. You don’t want a kid’s serious injury (or worst) on 
your conscience. 

 
 
Field Tear Down 
 

• Collect all flags from the field and store them in the blue equipment bin. 
• Remove the stakes from the goals and put them in the bag attached to the side netting, 

with the pointy side up (so they don’t puncture the bag). 
• Find the storing location of that specific goal (see attached picture) and place it facing 

the fence. Each goal has a sticker that identifies which type of goal it is (U8, U10, U12, 
U16/19). There are also signs on the fence identifying which goal should be stored 
there. 

• There should be a lock on the fence: try to position one of the posts such that the lock 
can reach around it. 

• Several goals for different division are stored along the South side fence side by side. 
Make sure that you leave enough space for the other goals. If two goals are stored next 
to each other and there’s only one lock, try to leave a foot between them (so the lock 
can be reached). 



If you notice any equipment issues (missing or broken flags on corner flags, missing stakes, 
broken or unsecured netting on goals) please report them to the referee tent. 
 
Thanks for helping with field setup and tear down! 

 


